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The amount of BTC located in mid-size and large addresses recorded a strong uptrend in the weeks leading up to Bitcoin’s $15k
push, implying renewed whale confidence.
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There is a significant difference between gold price movements after
the victories of republican and democratic candidates since 1980.
Victories of republican candidates averaged −4.7% over 52 week,
while victories of democratic candidates resulted in an average price
increase of 4.2%. Will Bitcoin be the same?

ý

Deutsche Bank: Central bank digital currency will
replace cash in long term
Deutsche Bank has called on Europe to accelerate the
development of central bank digital currencies.
Visit Page

Addresses that have acquired BTC in the past 30 days are now +18.8%
on their initial investment, reaching a 6 month high.
Addresses that have acquired BTC in the last 365 days are now looking
at gains of 48.4%, suggesting that Bitcoin’s long-term holders have not
been more in profit (on average) since last August.
The collective balance of addresses holding 10 – 100 BTC hit a 6-month
bottom on September 20th before starting to bounce back, and has
grown by 37,800 BTC (~$570,000,000 at the time of writing) since.

ý

The SEC collected $1.26 billion from unregistered
ICOs in 2020
In a record-breaking year, the SEC seized
$4.68 billion — more than one-quarter of which
came from cryptocurrency-related firms.
Visit Page
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How will the presidential
election impact the price
of Bitcoin?

Market Analysis Is Bitcoin’s MVRV ratio in a ‘danger zone’ after $15K push?
MVRV ratio is an on-chain indicator that tracks theaverage profit or loss
of a certain group of holders, in an effort to evaluate how likely they are to sell
based on their current ROI. As a rule of thumb, the higher the MVRV ratio, the
more likely it is that BTC holders will start to exit their positions and take profit.
Shortly after breaking $15k on November 5th, Bitcoin’s 30-day MVRV ratio —
or the average ROI of all addresses that have acquired BTC in the past 30 days —
has ballooned to a 6-month high +18.8%, indicating that short-term BTC holders
were up (on average) +18.8% on their initial investment.

In the same vein, Bitcoin’s 365-day MVRV ratio has surged to a 14-month high
+48.4%, suggesting that Bitcoin’s long-term holders have not been more
in profit (on average) since last August.
While both MVRV ratios have dipped slightly in the aftermath — currently
hovering at +12.9% and +43.6%, respectively — they remain unusually
high, pointing to potentially overvalued conditions and an increased risk
of provisional sell offs should BTC holders begin to feel anxious about its nearterm prospects.
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Market Analysis Back to accumulation for BTC whales, on-chain data suggests
After a gradual decline throughout summer, the amount of BTC located in midsize and large addresses recorded a strong uptrend in the weeks leading
up to Bitcoin’s $15k push, implying renewed whale confidence and interaction
with the benchmark coin.
The collective balance of addresses holding 10 – 100 BTC hit a 6-month
bottom on September 20th before starting to bounce back, and has grown
by 37,800 BTC (~$570,000,000 at the time of writing) since.

of addresses holding 1k – 10k BTC grew by 144,600 BTC since the local bottom
on October 2nd.
In line with the above, the number of addresses holding more than 100 BTC
has also seen stable growth since early September and presently hovers
at an 8-month high 16198, suggesting that large addresses have not only
actively participated in Bitcoin’s latest rally, but might have been a strong
catalyst to Bitcoin’s first daily close above $15k since January 2018.

Similarly, the collective balance of addresses holding 100 – 1k BTC has expanded
by 59,800 BTC since touching a 4-year low on September 17th, while the balance

This analysis was prepared by Santiment, a market intelligence platform that provides on-chain, social media and development information on 900+
cryptocurrencies. Santiment develops tools, strategies and indicators to help users better understand crypto market behavior and identify data-driven
investment opportunities.

Sign Up
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Market Analysis US Presidential Election: The Perspectives for Gold and Bitcoin
Global markets are already responding to the US presidential election, and the
response gives interesting insights into investor sentiment. Many media outlets
have already announced Biden as the winner; however, President Trump intends
to take this result to court. Given the high probability that Biden will become the
46th president, Bitcoin is already rallying, but the question is why? And is this rally
sustainable?
The crypto industry is still nascent, and it has only gone through few presidential
cycles. Due to the similarities between bitcoin and gold, gold’s historical
response to periods of democrat and republican rule may indicate how Bitcoin

will behave. Since 1980 candidates from the Democratic Party have won four
elections: Bill Clinton in 1992 and 1996 and Barack Obama in 2008 and 2012.
Republican candidates have won six times: Ronald Reagan in 1980 and 1984,
George H.W. Bush in 1988, George W. Bush Jr in 2000 and 2004, and Donald
Trump in 2016.
The table below shows the response of gold to these elections in the shortterm (4 weeks), medium-term (26 weeks), and long-term (52 weeks). We also
calculated the average price change for all periods (short, medium, long) for each
party.

Period

Min

Max

Average

Median

Rep Average

Dem Average

4 weeks

−6.0%

5.0%

−0.3%

−0.1%

−0.1%

−0.5%

26 weeks

−18.2%

24.4%

−3.2%

−5.0%

−6.1%

1.2%

52 weeks

−29.0%

48.7%

−1.1%

−0.9%

−4.7%

4.2%

Price changes in the short-, medium-, and long-term. Source: Cointelegraph Research

In the short-term, gold’s price slightly decreased on average (−0.3%), and there
is practically no difference between democratic and republican winners. This
short-term price decrease may be the result of the risk-averse behavior
of investors before the elections. After the uncertainty passes, the
investors rebalanced their portfolios in favor of riskier assets.

candidates on the contrary resulted in the price increases by 1.2% and 4.2%
respectively. This may be explainable by the common perception that Democrats
print a lot of unbacked money, which debases the currency while Republicans
are seen as fiscally conservative. However, there are not enough observations
in this dataset to draw a rigorous conclusion.

In the medium- and long-term, the price has been much more volatile.
Average and median values show that in both the medium-term and longterm, gold went down. However, there is a significant difference between
these movements after the victories of republican and democratic candidates.
Victories of republican candidates led to a price reduction of 6.1% on average
in the medium-term and 4.7% in the long-term, while victories of democratic

Gold’s history may suggest that Bitcoin will benefit from Biden’s victory.
In the short-term it already has, since Bitcoin has increased 10% since
election day. The only caveat to this conclusion is that Bitcoin’s price correlation
with gold has been low and negative historically. Therefore, although, Bitcoin and
gold have similar properties, Bitcoin’s price has not followed golds.
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Legislation, Enterprise
Blockchain Adoption,
Fundraising Activity

Legislation
North and South America

Asia Pacific

Lawyer for OneCoin scammer Ruja
"Cryptoqueen" Ignatova disbarred

SEC votes to simplify exempt
offering rules for securities

A five-judge panel
from New York formally disbarred
Mark S. Scott, the
former Locke Lord
LLP lawyer, following his November 2019
conviction on charges related to the OneCoin scam, which offered commissions for
recruiting new investors in the project, but
in reality investments got arrogated by the
founders instead.

The United States
Securities and Exchange Commission
voted to amend a set
of rules to simplify
and improve the "overly complex" procedures for exempt securities offerings.

NOV 01, 2020

NOV 02, 2020

Visit Page

Telegram to pay $625K in fees
after dropping ‘GRAM’ ticker
lawsuit

Malaysian Securities Commission
issues revised digital asset
guidelines

Telegram Messenger Inc. has been ordered to pay nearly
$618,240 worth of legal fees to Lantah
LLC that it sued over using the ‘GRAM’ crypto
ticker and trademark. Lantah LLC has been
defending the lawsuit since May 2018.

The Securities Commission of Malaysia
has issued revised
guidelines governing
digital assets. The
rules aim to promote “responsible innovation
in the digital asset space, while at the same
time managing emerging risks and safeguarding the interests of issuers and investors.”

NOV 04, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

OCT 28, 2020

Visit Page

Justice Department seizes
$1 billion in recently moved Silk
Road crypto

Brazilian gov't gets help from
US Justice Department to seize
$24M in crypto

Justice Department files antitrust
lawsuit against Visa's acquisition
of Plaid

South Korean financial watchdog
will ban privacy coins from
exchanges

The United States
Department of Justice asked to seize
$1 billion from an unnamed hacker. The
court document did not identify the person
behind the wallet, but it does allege that
they managed to hack Silk Road and steal
the crypto.

The U.S. Justice Department seized
$24 million in virtual currency pursuant
to an official request
from the Brazilian government. Reportedly,
more than 10,000 Brazilians may have been
defrauded from the scheme, which involved
the operation of a financial institution without
legal authorization and fraudulent management of a financial institution.

The United States Department of Justice
is filing suit against
Visa for its acquisition of Plaid, which
the DoJ is arguing is an illegal play to achieve
monopoly. Visa, however, called the claims
unfounded, stating the acquisition ultimately
helps consumers.

South Korea’s Financial Services Commission, or FSC, has
stated that virtual
asset service providers within the country will no longer be able
to handle any digital assets that present
a high money laundering risk.

NOV 05, 2020

Visit Page

NOV 05, 2020

Visit Page

NOV 05, 2020

NOV 03, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page
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Legislation
Europe, the Middle East and Africa

Rest of the World

Italian man caught allegedly using airport
computer systems for ETH mining

Gibraltar is now an observing member of the
Global Blockchain Business Council

Cayman Islands introduce regulations for
virtual asset service providers

An Italian airport staffer allegedly took advantage of the
computer systems in the Italian
city of Lamezia Terme in order
to mine Ethereum. The employee is said to have set up multiple
mining rigs on-site, taking advantage of the airport's backend
systems in the process.

The Government of Gibraltar has
announced its official appointment as an observing member
of the Global Blockchain Business Council, or GBBC. Gibraltar expects to promote adoption
across the British Overseas Territory and to provide consult
consulting services on topics such as regulation and education.

The Ministry of Financial Services of the Cayman Islands
announced the strengthening
of the country’s crypto regulation. Existing virtual asset service
providers and newcomers to the
market will need to register with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority in order to demonstrate their compliance with
global AML/CFT standards.

OCT 30, 2020

Visit Page

NOV 04, 2020

Visit Page

NOV 02, 2020

Netherlands registers first consumer-facing
crypto platform since AMLD5
Crypto exchange BLOX received
the go-ahead to operate in the
Netherlands, making it the first
platform to do so since the country implemented the European
Union's 5th Anti-Money Laundering Directive or AMLD5.
NOV 06, 2020

Visit Page

Argentina's Parliament will see a new bill
presenting a framework for crypto

UK drafting stablecoin regulations
and researching a CBDC
The Treasury Department of the
United Kingdom has revealed
it is drafting proposals to regulate private stablecoins while
also researching CBDCs. The announcement asserts that the
draft guidelines will require stablecoin initiatives to abide
by the same minimum standards as entities operating with
other methods of payment.
NOV 10, 2020

Visit Page

Argentine congressman Ignacio Torres plans to present a bill
addressing cryptocurrencies
to the Argentine Parliament. Bill
creators believe that Argentina
must try to take advantage of the
ecosystem so that it benefits the
country.
NOV 10, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Supply Chain

Financial Services

Seven firms in Japan deploy
blockchain to digitize trade
paperwork

Anheuser-Busch considers
integrating blockchain further into
its beer production line

Seven Japanese companies are preparing
to invest in a new
trade data management system that
uses blockchain technology to prevent malicious third-parties from tampering with recorded data.

Anheuser-Busch InBev, the parent entity
of Budweiser and Corona, began to pilot
a platform that lets
end-customers track their malt beverages
on the blockchain. Blockchain company SettleMint built the initiative's platform.

OCT 26, 2020

Visit Page

OCT 26, 2020

Cambodia launches inter-banking
platform that runs on blockchain
Cambodia officially
launched a blockchain-based platform for digital
money transactions
called Bakong. Cambodia’s central bank collaborated with a number of entities on the
project.
OCT 28, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

HSBC Bangladesh uses blockchain
to import 20,000 tons of fuel oil
from Singapore
The Bangladesh
branch of HSBC has
conducted the country ’s first blockchain-based letter
of credit transaction on the Contour DLT
platform. The transaction was used to settle
the importation of 20,000 tonnes of fuel oil
from United Mymensingh Power.
NOV 03, 2020

'Game changing' blockchain
program tracks mangoes
in Australia

Russian Alfa-Bank joins HSBCbacked blockchain trade finance
network

Australia mango
producer Manbulloo
and traceability software company Trust
Provenance join forces to implement blockchain technology for
mango supply chain traceability. Sensors
placed in mangos also monitor their temperature and transit time.

Russian Alfa-Bank
has joined a blockchain trade finance
net work backed
by HSBC. The network allows bank customers to track the
processing and modification of trade finance transactions and cut operational costs.

OCT 28, 2020

NOV 03, 2020

Visit Page

China Construction Bank will issue
blockchain-based bond
The plan is to raise
up to $3 billion in total,
starting with a tranche
of $58 million, from
individuals and institutions through tokenized certificates.
NOV 11, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

Visit Page
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Other Industries

Telos launches new gig economy platform on the
blockchain
Telos is launching a new gig economy platform called TelosTask,
which will directly connect “task
givers” to “task takers,” or gig workers, and enable them to coordinate
the completion of “micro-” and “macro-gigs.”
OCT 28, 2020

Visit Page

Chinese city seeks to power urban governance
and more using blockchain tech

Sleepy Swiss town launches Tezos-backed
Coronavirus aid program

Authorities in Chengdu, China plan
to adopt blockchain for several use
cases throughout the city, including
urban governance, cross-border
trade, smart manufacturing, and
agriculture. In the future, the technology could be used for electronic medical records, electronic
prescription circulation, material verification, and so on.

The Swiss town of Wetzikon
launched a blockchain-based program to support small and medium-sized local businesses affected
by the Coronavirus pandemic. Residents can access the disbursement
through a smartphone app, “ecoo,” which will be using the aid
program as a pilot trial for its platform.

OCT 29, 2020

Visit Page

AP News publishes US presidential election
results on blockchain

Aerospace giant Thales uses blockchain
to comply with NATO standards

The Associated Press news agency
has been publishing incoming results from the Nov. 3 United States
presidential election onto the Ethereum and EOS blockchains. AP has
also released the Ethereum smart
contract address, allowing readers to use block explorers such
as Etherscan to follow results as they come in.

Thales, a company specializing
in products and services for aerospace and defense industries, is using
blockchain technology for a new
management system at its production hub in Spain. Thales looks
to comply with standards by the NATO and defense authorities
by using blockchain to increase traceability of processes at the
center.

NOV 04, 2020

Visit Page

NOV 06, 2020

OCT 31, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page
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Fundraising Activity

SEC-approved crypto IPO issuer INX
acquires STO platform OpenFinance

INX to boost its $117M IPO with
token listings on global exchanges

Investor: INX

Amount raised: $10m

Business scope: Trading Platform

Target funding: $117m

Headquarter location: Gibraltar

Expected listing on: Canadian Securities

Acquired company: OpenFinance

Exchange

Business scope: Trading Platform

IPO finish: end of 2020

Headquarter location: USA
Announcement date: October 27th, 2020

OCT 30, 2020

Visit Page

Funding amount: Undisclosed
OCT 27, 2020

Visit Page

Cointelegraph Consulting
Cointelegraph Consulting offers bespoke research on digital assets and distributed ledger technology. Our services range from phone calls with clients when they have a question,
educational seminars for companies via online conferencing, and in-depth written reports on a wide range of topics. Our team consists of seasoned blockchain technologists that have
a passion for providing un-biased buy-side research. To schedule a free 30-minute consultation with Cointelegraph Consulting, respond to this email.
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Do you have questions about digital
assets and enterprise blockchain?
Contact Cointelegraph Consulting for a Free Consultation

consulting@cointelegraph.com

